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Shop For Your Vehicle. USA Standard Gear. Our goal is to carry what you need for your manual
transmission repair. Our on-hand inventory covers over 50 years of applications, from the 60's
through current model year applications. Upon notification of a warranty claim, USA Standard
shall investigate the claim of defect, and, in the event of a verified defect, shall, at their sole
choice, either repair the defective product or replace it. This warranty does not cover, and USA
Standard shall not be liable for, incidental or consequential damages, including loss of time,
road service charges, labor charges, inconvenience, loss of vehicle use, loss of revenues, or
loss or damage to personal property including loss or damage to vehicle parts due to the failure
of the USA Standard product. Also, this warranty does not cover damage to the axle caused by
or facilitated by failure of a non-USA Standard component. This agreement offers you specific
legal rights. You may also have other rights which vary from state to state. One of our experts
would be happy to help you navigate these options and get the exact part you need. We can
contact you via phone or email. Add to Cart. Proposition USA Standard makes no other
warranty of any kind, express or implied. All other warranties, including but not limited to an
implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are excluded. This
warranty is offered provided that the USA Standard product has been installed and maintained
in accordance with USA Standard instructions, and that it has not been subject to modification,
accident, abnormal use or misuse. Both rear tires must measure the same height from ground
to top of wheel for Spool to function properly without premature wear. This warranty is not
transferable to another party. Positraction Differential One 1 Year Exclusions apply, does not
cover premature clutch wear or abuse. It is normal for Positraction differentials to cause tire
chatter, squeal, or scrubbing when vehicle is not moving in a straight line. Both rear tires must
measure the same height from ground to top of wheel for differential to function properly
without premature wear. Limited slip additive or appropriate friction modifier must be used with
oil to reduce Positraction chatter. Spartan Locker One 1 Year Warrantied against manufacturers
defects for one 1 year. Covers parts for one year against manufacturing defects. Exclusions
apply, does not cover clutch wear in limited slip differentials. Free Shipping. Email Address.
Phone Number. We'll be contacting you shortly. It is normal for Spools to cause tire chatter,
squeal, or scrubbing when vehicle is not moving in a straight line. Five year warranty covering
manufacturing defects and axle breakage. Exclusions apply, does not cover premature clutch
wear or abuse. One year against manufacturing defects. Privacy Terms. Quick links. It must
have been a hell of a box to have not only lasted so long, but also used so widely by other
manufactures. Which begs the next question, why, on so many other forums, did the later or
alternative NP [NP] cop so much bad press , or maybe not bad, but certainly never attained the
respect that the had done over the years? By my way of thinking, it would have been a much
more "driver friendly" box for most people, being not only all synchro, but having a better
spread of gears. Just possibly, many drivers treated it like a fast changing T10 or a M22 or
similar car tranny? Bought up on non-synchro boxes myself, I guess I learned to "time" my
shifts in accordance with the engine RPM, as most truckies have learned over the years. I have
several of the NP short input shaft 10 spline here and am awaiting on a NP to arrive from the
states as I write. I do acknowledge that parts do seem to be easier to source for the than the ,
but having said that, if you ask around enough, you can find most bits. Just as an aside, here in
Australia to the best of my accounts anyway , we didn't get the NP as you guys did. Just about
every locally assembled Dodge truck I have come across here in Oz, had the bone standard NP,
both in what we called the AT4 as well as the D series, right up until the end of local production.
The bigger Dodges, 6 and 7 series used to normally run a 5 speed, either NP, Clark or
sometimes even the Spicer. But back to the main thrust of my query, just why is it that the
received so little acknowledgement? Going by some forum reports, they were mostly fitted to
camper vans, or sometimes as special order. Input horsepower couldn't have been too much of
a problem, have read of cases of them being fitted up behind engines. One writer had put
forward the idea that just as the NP came into , or was coming into vogue, the oil crisis of the
early 70's hit and every manufacturer started throwing overdrive boxes into their vehicles.
Again, and I only read this on overseas forums because we never saw them either, the NP A
overdive truck box became popular. Again, consensus seems to be that although more of a car
box, and if I read it right, that's where they originated. Again, fitted behind big block engines,
they never obtained the longevity of the 4 speed direct boxes. Without getting carried away and
getting into a full blooded discussion on properties of various transmissions, and there will
always be advocates of one line of thinking on either side, I seem to be reading that the biggest
problem with the A is besides being lighter in strength, when it went from a 4 speed direct to a 3
speed and overdrive, it loaded the box up too much as it was virtually running through the
countershaft too much of the time. But, I wander off a bit there, the main thrust was on the NP
and what I seem to read as the general lack of interest in them. If you had an NP, it stood for

4speed ft lbs torque input. Conversely, if you had the NP it was 4 speed ft lbs input torque? The
reasoning behind this is that the quite common 5 speed direct box fitted to a lot of bigger 5 and
6 series Dodges here in Oz, ran, as previously mentioned the series box, e. Would be interested
in others opinions of the above. Cheers, Dave Took a bit to get used to it after having owned
and driven a number of NP trans equipped trucks. I did like it after getting used to it. There were
two versions of the a standard wide ratio and a close ratio. To my knowledge the was the same.
The standard wide ratio had somewhere around 6. I think you'll find the reason nobody liked the
or it's bad rap was because of the close ratio, which makes it a lot less capable for heavy duty
applications. My 68 was a lot faster to drive, because you could drive and shift it like a
passenger car. The late model OD were the same way and they were not compatible with early
model bell housings and shifters, so it was a breed all by itself. Mark D. It is as heavy duty as
the , but being a close ratio it is more suited to the and larger engines which can handle those
ratios. I have 2 trucks with the , both are W's with the It is a great trans in that combo. One can
still start in 2nd when lightly loaded, but with a full load, 1st is not a useless granny when trying
to get up to speed. They will also downshift into first easily at 20 mph without double clutching.
The last 2 numbers have nothing to do with "input torque" rating. If they did, then an NP would
be less than an NP! The is MUCH better for heavy applications than a The close ratios give one
more gear between start up and 4th. One of the reasons I opted for the "close ratio" over the
was exactly for the reasons given above, the 'extra" splittable gear. The project I have in mind
for it is just a "weekend warrior", something around the size of an Oz built Dodge Came out with
the straight six Valiant over here engine or optional , guess it would be roughly the equivalent of
your W's. Thanks again, always look forward to others opinions. Because the with 4. Empty it
was fine, but not loaded. I know if I had kept the truck I was going to change it. Seems on this
and other forums, the is quite an acceptable box as long as you nurse it a bit, simply because if
ever you need parts, may be a bit thin on the ground. Whilst I'm about it, any of you guys or gals
familiar with the remote control towers that came out in what I was told were L and L medium
duty trucks? Around the 70's era, came out according to some other forums in both and
applications. Have also seen photos of A vans and cab forward pick ups , some fitted with the
manual gearboxes. We had neither version here, the L or the A, so it's a bit hard getting a line
on it. Have asked this question on this and on other forums as well, but nobody seems to know
much about them, yet they appear in the parts book according to one bloke who answered.
Another guy reckoned that the chances of even finding one in a boneyard were virtually
non-existant, due to most old jiggers being cut for scrap. Yet, I found a bloke wrecking a couple
of A's back in , but unfortunately they were automatics. So, the odd one must be around
somewhere. As I said before, with a country as big as yours, with the massive population of
North America plus your long held passion for your "pick-ups", there must be one or two
sqirrelled away somewhere, someones back yard etc. I really like the combination for my
purposes. I think what some of the posters might be referring to is that they dont like it with a "
heavy " load. I can haul , lbs on a trailer without much problem at all. I always start in 1st gear
with any load and start out in 2nd without a load. I liked the wide ratio better when towing my lb
trailer. I think this was a 2nd gear grade. I sold all of my sweptline trucks,except the invisible
one. I just couldn't stand to see it go! If one feels the need for the wider ratio NP, especially hilly
terrain or heavy towing, then that would seem the ticket! If your just content to putter around on
mostly the tarmac, the better mannered NP may be the go?? What I was also asking was how
they stack up strength wise with each other? It would seem simply from sheer numbers made,
not only for Dodge application, but just about everybody else, that the NP is the universally
acknowledged 4 speed non overdive box. Futile at best. What I'm also noticing is whereas a lot
of the parts houses still stock bits and pieces for the NP, the rarer hardly gets a mention. Have
also seen comparison posts between the truck A cast iron overdrive and the NP versions,
overdrive portion aside, it seems to me that the A were nowhere near as heavy duty unless you
have the Passon version built for you. Have found one other posting regarding how even with
minor gear tooth damage, a new set of bearings in an NP can extend the life of the box
immeasurably. When forced into 2nd on the wide trans, at 3. God forbid the hills that require 1st
gear in a wide space Been there plenty of times, and would have loved the 4. If u can't do 60
with a 5k load and a close space trans, u need more ponies. I, as yet, haven't seen the NP,
although I do have a workshop manual for both it and the So the unanswered question is how
do they stack up strength wise against each other? It would seem from what I have read, they
are about on par, but the sheer numbers of 's around both in parts and in boneyards possibly
make it a better option? And, the other query was Dodge the only main line manufacturer to
utilise the NP? Thanks, Dave Have had the Dodge NP here for a while, sitting in the project
chassis and been doing a bit of research on them. If I have this right, the earlier close ratio NP
that was used has a few subtle differences to the later NP that I have here, and yes the tag does

say Built in Syracuse. For a start, the has two extra "ears " cast into the front of the case, yet the
bellhousing uses only the top two each side, same as the Dodge cases I have here. Only 2WD
set up, Camper Van?? My cases DON'T have provision for the extra ears, being around the era.
Output housing looks the same. Trying to establish if an earlier NP input shaft will fit my ?
Reason being, this is a special project which calls for a shorter input shaft. I don't want to cut
my existing input tip on the shaft as if parts are as hard to come by as some suggest, I don't
want to ruin the box for the sake of this shaft. If they parts are as hard to come by for the over
your way, they would be simply unobtainable back here in Oz. Tried the usual forums over here
and although the or the was listed as "optional" on our smaller AT4'
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s and D series Dodges, it seems that no-one I know has even ever seen one, let alone heard of
them being offered. One bloke even argued with me that I had a "Chebby" close ratio
transmission, and even when I told him about the tag on the box denoting DODGE, he reckons
somebody stuck a bodgy tag on it! No getting through to some people! So, if anyone can
confirm, that the close ratio early NP 22 tooth, tapered roller bearing type shaft is
interchangeable with the later NP 22 tooth, tapered roller bearing input shaft,could be a way out
of my problem. If so, the input shaft I'm seeking, is still listed in some of the good transmission
parts warehouses, getting one sent over may be a minor problem. Also, don't want to rip the
transmission out just to count the input shaft tooth count where it meshes with the countershaft
cluster gear , so how do I find that out? Any help appreciated, Thanks. I have towed 10K loads
with both close and wide with 4. I prefer the wide ratio for offroad though.

